
Monumental

Raised Fist

To make a contribution as you will see 
Is going to break the illusion as it turned out to be 
Reunite the scene if you know what I mean 
From fat and thin to the ones with colored skin. 

To get your attention and to reach your heart 
We'll need a big convention like this for a start 
Do the dance, Do the dance, Do the dance now 
Do the dance now, ready to bow. 

What I see is a disconnect, What I see is us getting wrecked 
Our everyday life is about our ride being rebels nation wide. 
This is a big monument and we are the conservative base 
If you think that you're the movement you've lost the race 

I know by looking into your eyes. 
I rather guess than make up big lies 
This is more than I can take 
This is just a major mistake 

Do you know what your up against, We never go to sleep 
You're just a lifelong pretender we're expensive but you'll go 
cheap. 

To make a contribution as you will see 
Is going to break the illusion as it turned out to be 
To get your attention and to reach your heart 
We'll need a big convention like this for a start 

What I see is a disconnect, What I see is us getting wrecked 
Our everyday life is about our ride being rebels nation wide. 
This is a big monument and we are the conservative base 
If you think that you're the movement you've lost the race 

I know by looking into your eyes. 
I rather guess than make up big lies 
This is more than I can take 
This is just a major mistake
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